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[Karine Chemla is currently Senior Researcher at the French National Center for 
Scientific Research (CNRS), in the research group SPHERE (CNRS & University 
Paris Diderot), and Principal Investigator of the ERC grant SAW 
(https://sawerc.hypotheses.org) with Agathe Keller and Christine Proust. She 
focuses, from a historical anthropology viewpoint, on the relationship between 
mathematics and the various cultures in the context of which it is practiced and 
cultivated. Chemla published, with Guo Shuchun, Les neuf chapitres: Le 
classique mathématique de la Chine ancienne et ses commentaires (2004). 
She edited The History of Mathematical Proof in Ancient Traditions (2012), 
and co-edited with J. Virbel Texts, Textual Acts and the History of Science 
(2015). Contact: chemla@univ-paris-diderot.fr] 
* * * 
What are tables, and what have they been in history?1 How were they 
designed in their written forms, and for which purpose did authors use 
                                                            
1 This issue contains some of the papers presented during a two-day workshop I 
organized on March 22-23, 2012, on the topic of “Tables in scholarly Chinese 
sources” (http://www.sphere.univ-paris-diderot.fr/spip.php?article626). The 
workshop was held in the context of the project “History of science, History of text” 
and the ANR Research Project “History of numerical tables” (HTN), which are both 
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these forms of expression? How did readers and, more generally users, 
employ tables, and which historical evidence do we have on these issues? 
These are some of the general questions that the collection of articles con-
tained in this issue and in the following one explores on the basis of 
Chinese documents. 
The set of articles gathered in the present issue examines these ques-
tions on the basis of the earliest known Chinese documents in which actors 
made use of tabular layouts, in the context of, respectively, the astral 
sciences, and historical writing. This set is more specifically devoted to the 
work required to produce tables and the meaning of their format. 
Daniel Morgan’s article centers on three tables occurring in a silk manu-
script, found in Mawangdui кʔî tomb 3, which the editors titled the Wu 
xing zhan 6ǧ¨ (Five-star [Planetary] Omens). In spite of differences re-
garding the type of information recorded in these three tables, they all deal 
with visibility phenomena related to three planets: Jupiter, Saturn and 
Venus. Moreover, these tables have similar tabular displays. They are all 
constituted of cells that were created on the silk by drawing vertical and 
horizontal lines. The cells thus constitute columns and rows. Finally, the 
tables have similar structures. In particular, in each table the first cell of 
each column refers to a phenomenon or a set of consecutive phenomena 
(notably, first morning visibility, but also, in the case of Venus, last morn-
ing visibility, first and last evening visibility, and so on), together with the 
position(s) of the planet at the(se) time(s), expressed with respect to the 28 
lunar lodges. The following cells of a column record, one by one, in increas-
ing order, the years in which this phenomenon (resp., these phenomena) 
occurs (resp., occur) in this (resp., these) position(s). The first date men-
tioned in all the tables is the first day of the first month of the first year of 
Qin Shihuang (246 BC), and the successive years are thus listed one by one, 
each to the left of the previous one, until one reaches the last cell to the left, 
in which case the following year is placed in the first cell of the row 
immediately below. Year count is carried out modulo 10, except when a 
new political rule begins, in which cases the count then starts again from 1.  
                                                                                                                                         
developed within the research group SPHERE (Univ. Paris Diderot, Sorbonne Paris 
Cité, SPHERE, UMR 7219 CNRS, Univ. Panthéon Sorbonne, F-75205 Paris, France). I 
am grateful to the members of these projects as well as to the audience, in particular 
to the commentators on the articles, for their remarks. It is my pleasure to thank 
Dominique Tournès, the Principal Investigator of the HTN project, for his unflinch-
ing support over the years, notably in the organization of this workshop. The 
anonymous readers provided each author with many suggestions for improving his 
or her article. We collectively express our gratitude for this work and for the edito-
rial work carried out by the editorial team of EASTM, notably by Hans Ulrich Vogel 
and John Moffett. It is always moving to see colleagues accepting to do work that 
most institutions so far do not unfortunately acknowledge.  
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To approach some of our key questions, that is, the meaning, use, and 
function of the tables, Morgan shapes a corpus, in the context of which he 
situates these Mawangdui tables with respect to other early planetary 
ephemerides to which Chinese sources attest, and also with respect to other 
types of writings on astral phenomena. These tables, Morgan emphasizes, 
resemble other early planetary ephemerides, in that all of them lay special 
emphasis on visibility phenomena. Morgan further shows that all the pie-
ces of information recorded (the months mentioned in the tables and the 
positions indicated for the planets) imply that the solar year (365 + 1/4 
days) and the solar months (one twelfth thereof) are taken as basic units of 
time, and not the luni-solar civil calendar. It is noteworthy that these two 
features hold true also of the Jupiter table recorded in the ninth century 
Qiyao rangzai jue Ƿƾɵɋ (Formulae for Averting Disaster by the Seven 
Luminaries). 
Morgan calls our attention to a last point, quite interesting with respect 
to the design, and also possibly the function of the tables. The number of 
columns of each table was chosen carefully (they are all different depending 
on the planet dealt with), so that each row illustrates the recurrence of the 
same pattern for the behavior of the planet displayed in the table. This 
means that the structure of the table relies on astronomical knowledge, 
which it expresses in a certain way. In other words, each row yields a 
sequence of years in which the phenomena listed in the first row occur 
according to a fixed sequence.  
Now, the key point is this. The Jupiter table of the Qiyao rangzai jue has a 
different structure and a different layout. The phenomena for Jupiter it deals 
with are richer than the corresponding table in the Wu xing zhan. Moreover, 
it relies on different numerical values for the expression of Jupiter periodic 
behavior. However, the structure of the table shares the same feature: it also 
expresses in exactly the same way the same type of astronomical properties of 
recurrence. It thus seems that in both cases the tables are not so much tables 
in which actors would pick up information (‘pick up tables,’ conforming to 
an observer’s widespread expectation with respect to the use of tables) as 
they are tables revealing order in the behavior of celestial bodies. The choice 
of a tabular layout might thus relate to an intention of expressing meanings 
in a certain way. 
In the context of the Wu xing zhan, against the backdrop of a grid dis-
playing cycles that visibility phenomena allow practitioners to grasp, and 
with a year count indicating changes of political rule (formulated differ-
ently depending on the table), it is striking that each of these tables system-
atically points out that some important political turns occurred at the same 
moment of a cycle of a given planet. The pairs of political events thereby 
brought into relation change, depending on the planet whose events are 
tabulated in the table. Does this feature reveal another form of discourse 
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the table makes regarding the meaning of astral phenomena? Is the table 
maker inquiring into a pattern relating political events and the motions of 
the various planets? These questions evoke those Michael Nylan considers, 
in an article which also deals with Han tables, but of a completely different 
type. 
Indeed, Nylan’s contribution centers on the tables that form part of the 
historical discourse in the Archivists’ Records (Shiji ¾Ϳ), and the History of 
Han (Hanshu ɭǻ). Her starting point is a remark: Clearly, the tables do not 
merely represent information that is already included elsewhere in the 
books, in the form of historical narrative. This would be the expectation, if 
the tables were meant to be a practical format for consultation. Although 
the tables do have content in common with these more discursive parts, 
they also display other pieces of information. They thus rather seem to 
embody another type of historical discourse, and in fact call for an inde-
pendent reading. The specific issues Nylan addresses, then, are in line with 
the general questions introduced above: why did the authors find it useful 
to present some historical information in a tabular layout? And, what did 
they seek to express by arranging this information in this way? To these 
issues, Nylan adds a third one: during more or less the ten subsequent 
centuries, official histories will no longer use tables. How can we account 
for this change? One might be tempted to answer these questions by a 
direct, observer’s interpretation of the tables. Nylan’s article suggests other 
approaches that are methodologically worth pondering.  
To begin with, these sets of tables appear in writings that were handed 
down through the written tradition, and not in manuscripts produced at 
the time (as was the case for the document on which Morgan’s article 
focuses). For any feature of a table in which we might be tempted to read 
meanings, the first question to be raised is philological, that is, how far can 
we be sure that the feature is not an artifact of the critical edition? In 
contrast to discourse, tables and diagrams have often been considered sec-
ondary parts of the texts, and accordingly they have regularly been signifi-
cantly modified in editions of the past. Consequently, to address questions 
regarding the interpretation and the use of these tables and diagrams as 
such, we can no longer blindly rely on these editions. Nylan thus regularly 
urges us to return to the earliest extant Song editions of the Shiji to estab-
lish the features of the tables discussed as reliably as possible. This is a first 
issue about our evidence regarding tables. 
This first step yields a set of features to which meanings can be attached. 
These features include, firstly, empty cells in tables, secondly, cells filled up 
in “raised rows” (ti lan Ƹȯ), and, thirdly, titles of tables that do not corre-
spond to what is tabulated. Let me emphasize that these features illustrate 
quite specific devices for fashioning the text of a table, which can valuably 
be added to the global historical record of ways of table making. In our 
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case, these features are all the more interesting in that traditionally they 
have appeared to exegetes to point out specific meanings.  
On this question, Nylan’s contribution raises another general issue. For 
texts of that kind, for which Chinese sources display a wealth of exegesis, 
she can develop a history of the reading as well as a history of the interpretation 
of the tables, and in particular for the specific features these tables display. 
Nylan thus gathers evidence relating to actors’ use of the tables. Note that 
this method can be put into play only because we are dealing with texts 
handed down and widely attended to. This illustrates the more general sig-
nificance of commentaries and other exegetical writings for a history of 
reading and interpretation. 
Nylan further uses another type of strategy which deserves attention for 
its potential generality. She examines the differences between the ways in 
which tables recorded in the Archivists’ Records and the History of Han were 
shaped. The assumption there is that these differences can be correlated 
with other specific features of these writings, in particular the authors’ 
intentions as they can be evidenced from the narrative parts of the histori-
cal writings. Accordingly, what in the tables makes sense can be brought to 
light, and the meanings conveyed can be circumscribed. Changes in the use 
of tables, like actors’ disagreement over the use of tables, are clearly issues 
worth exploring more systematically. This inquiry can yield important 
insights into actors’ varying expectations with respect to tables. 
If, now, we take one step backwards and compare the tables examined 
in these first two articles, a common point emerges, which is worthy of 
interest. These tables all tabulate time, a feature on which Nylan places 
much emphasis. Whether we are dealing with tables in the astral sciences, 
or in historical writing, they are all organized in such a way as to enable 
readers to meditate on regularities, and seek for correlations between se-
quences of events displayed in different rows and columns. In the case of 
the astral sciences, I have insisted on the knowledge in astronomy that was 
required to decide the structure of the table and display correlations. This 
issue is naturally also meaningful in the context of the historical tables 
contained in the Archivists’ Records and the History of Han. This is where, as 
Nylan stresses, tables must be distinguished from lists and simple chrono-
logies. Interestingly, the evidence Nylan gathers from Sima Qian’s ÀкϘ 
(145 or 135 BC-90 BC) own statements about his tables supports the hypo-
thesis that he uses tables to indicate recurring patterns in political processes. 
Notably, he states his intention as aiming to capture “the main points 
accounting for the waxing and waning powers in historical periods.” 
Displaying these processes implies, as Nylan underlines, and rightly so, 
that the different reckonings of time, on which the documents Sima used 
were based, be brought together into a single chronology. For this and for 
other requirements, how did Sima Qian carry out the operations needed to 
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make his tables? This is precisely the issue addressed by Ma Biao in the 
following paper, which also deals with the “tables” (biao ͦ) Sima Qian 
inserted in his Shiji, and in particular the “Sandai shibiao” A ͦ (Ge-
nealogical Tables of the Three Dynasties), the first of the ten historical 
tables. With this article, we thus turn to the issue of the work actors 
engaged in the production of tables in their written form. 
Like Nylan, Ma is interested in elucidating why Sima Qian opted for a 
form of expression of this type in his historical book. For this, he focuses on 
the evidence we have regarding actors’ concepts for the tables, and primar-
ily the term biao that Sima Qian uses to refer to his “tables.” Ma Biao argues 
the “Sandai shibiao” is a “table” in the sense that it brings into relation 
events related to the Five Thearchs and the Three Dynasties in virtue of 
placing them in eight different rows. Further, the tabular layout invites one 
to read the information both horizontally, row by row, and also vertically, 
inquiring into the parallels and differences between the rows. To be more 
precise, each row requires both a vertical and a horizontal reading. We 
meet again with the function of tables as expressing (and inviting reading 
of) correlations between temporal sequences of events. For Ma, it is im-
portant that layouts of this type (with rows and columns) are frequent in 
manuscripts excavated from Qin and Han tombs. Just such an example was 
analyzed in Morgan’s article. It is to this feature of the layout that scholars 
of the past have understood the Han scholar Huan Tan ȘΝ (23 BC-56 AD) 
to be referring when he claimed in his description of Sima Qian’s tables 
that they were pangxing ǘ͠. 
Ma is more specifically interested in the interpretation of the second 
characteristic feature Huan Tan’s statement associated with Sima Qian’s 
biao, that is, that they were xieshang Ϡ. Note that what is at stake here is 
the interpretation of how actors of the past perceived tables, and the opera-
tions carried out to make them and use them. Here too, Ma relies on 
excavated documents, in this case those that display characters written 
along oblique lines, and that require that an oblique path throughout the 
text be followed to interpret the sequences thus aligned. Ma suggests that 
the key operation Sima had to carry out to establish his tables was to 
determine chronologies on the basis of genealogies, calendars, and chroni-
cles. This demanded computations for which the excavated writings of the 
sort showing charts with oblique lines of text might have offered a tool. 
Thus, by placing Sima Qian’s biao in the context of excavated documents, 
Ma suggests a hypothesis for the interpretation of the two features Huan 
Tan associated with these tables. This leads Ma to highlight the type of 
operations that was specific to the establishment of the tables, and whose 
results are precisely the tables the Shiji displayed. In a sense, from this 
viewpoint, Ma Biao thus formulates an answer to the question of determin-
ing why Sima Qian’s historical writing partly used tabular layouts, which 
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concurs with Nylan’s. Interestingly, Ma Biao puts forward evidence in the 
‘Sandai shibiao’ preface, suggesting that this is precisely what Sima empha-
sizes he would do for these archaic times, and where he claims to surpass 
Confucius. In conclusion, Ma Biao’s suggestion is that making the biao 
required knowledge and computation. For this, Sima Qian relied on tools 
of a certain type, some of which are among the documents excavated from 
Qin and Han tombs. The hypothesis is interesting more generally for us, 
since it emphasizes both the work needed to make a table, as well as the 
operations tables enable users to carry out. 
This concludes the first issue, devoted to the work carried out to pro-
duce tables, and the meanings actors read into them. By contrast, the fol-
lowing issue will focus on the texts shaped to write down tables, and 
approach this question both synchronically and diachronically. Moreover, 
whereas the tables considered in this issue were related to time issues and 
the display of cycles, the next issue will also consider other types of tables. 
 
 
